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INTRO
DUCING
To build the exceptional teams of News UK and
PremFina we are now looking for outstanding software
engineers keen to work with some of the latest
technologies and ready to impact the way modern
media and financial services work. Know such people?
Check the specific roles at www.questers.com/op and
recommend them at recommend@questersgroup.com
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Scan this nametag on Instagram to follow Questers

Have you checked

our Instagram profile?
If not, make sure you do. Under the #LifeAtQuesters
we share the wonderful moments we have together
and would be very happy if you join us there and
share your great experience with Questers.
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STEP INTO
THE
SPOTLIGHT
In our new column we will be
introducing a colleague who you
might have missed talking to and
will give you the opportunity to
learn a little more about them.

This time under the spotlight is

Hristo
Hristov
Support and Services Team Lead
at SpotMe team at Questers

Use one word to describe yourself
Loyal
As a child, what did you want to
be when you grew up?
Pokémon trainer
Which was your favourite subject
in school?
English
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What do you like to do in your free
time?
Playing PS4 games
If you had the opportunity to have
dinner with a famous person who
would he or she be?
Jennifer Lawrence
Share a favourite quote/ thought
of yours.
At the end of the storm, there is a
golden sky.
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Zero waste
Discussion
On July 4, in line with our
Questers Goes Green campaign,
we’ve invited the inspiring Danita
Zarichinova from “Za Zemiata” to
discuss with us the main issues
with waste, what are the possible
solutions and how to reduce it
in order to achieve “zero waste”.
Here are some of the tips Danita
shared, and if you also support
the idea of sustainable living, you
could try applying:

Reduce the plastic
Bring your own cup for coffee in
the coffee shop, use a reusable
food container and use your fabric
bag when shopping.
Reuse
Be creative - could the old computer be turned into an art shelf or
the bunch of old t-shirts you are
planning to throw away become
your new bathroom rug?
Recycle
1 recycled plastic bottle would save
enough energy to power a 60-watt
light bulb for 3 hours. It’s worth it to
try throwing the next plastic bottle
in the recycled bin.
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EVENTS

Summer Beauty
with Wild Cosmetics

July 11 was all about natural beauty. We welcomed the lovely Anna from Wild Cosmetics to
share with us few little secrets about various
aromatic rituals and the importance of herbs.
Over a glass of cold herbal tea, we talked
about our skin’s structure and how it utilizes
valuable natural ingredients. At the end of our
discussion, we received an individual professional dermatologic advice.

JavaBeer
The summer couldn’t go without a JavaBeer event at our awesome terrace. On August 23 we welcomed the great community of the Bulgarian
Java User Group for a pleasant evening with a couple of beers and cool
prizes. We enjoyed the nice view, friendly company and interesting talks.
Ah… we should definitely think of a winter edition too :)
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Questers
recognized
as a company
that supports
the Bulgarian
education
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In July we were honoured to be
recognised as an organization that
supports the Bulgarian education
by the Centre for Inclusive
Education (CIE). The recognition
comes as a result of our continuous
collaboration with Teach for
Bulgaria and the numerous
initiatives we’ve executed together
during the last 3 years.
Receiving an appreciation for
our efforts is always motivating
us to keep on working for the
improvement of the Bulgarian
Education system through various
activities. We are in preparation
of a number of initiatives, so stay
tuned. What’s more, if you have a
suitable educational cause in mind
that you think we shall support,
make sure you share it with us at
giving@questersgroup.com

Announcing

One of the upcoming initiatives in
support of the Bulgarian education
is our favourite QuizIT that will take
place on October 30 in City Stage.
The 4th edition of the charity pub
quiz will be once again aiming to
gather the IT community in support
of the cause of Teach for Bulgaria
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for equal access to quality education
for every child in the country.
QuizIT vol. 4 will be an exciting
time travel to the 80s and 90s with
a number of curious questions and
cool prizes, so you should definitely
think of gathering a team and
joining us.
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Our Refer-a-Friend programme,
you have probably heard of, is more
exciting than ever. Now for bringing
your tech friends into Questers, you
will be receiving not only a financial
bonus but also a special monthly
reward.
Don’t believe it? Here’s our
colleague Monica from the Funding
Circle team who was the first
lucky winner. In July she referred
an awesome Ruby Engineer who
joined us in September and we’ve
rewarded her with a GoPro camera.

REFER-A-FRIEND
PROGRAMME
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For all recommendations in October, we’ve prepared
an exciting weekend for two in Starosel or Riu
Pravets. It’s up to you who you’ll bring along.
Sounds exciting? Make sure you recommend a
friend at recommend@questersgroup.com
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